Use Case:

Building Capability

Learn Together to
Accelerate Innovation
Improvement training has come on leaps and bounds over the past decade, but
finding effective ways of teaching and learning QI can still be tricky. Enabling
training to go further than the classroom with remote tools that make a real
difference is now a reality.

Keep it Forever

Tailor Support

Integration

Don't lose focus after your training.
Life QI can move with you.
Reference your improvement work
and implement your success in your
organization.

Dedicate support where it's needed
the most, Life QI's analytics
dashboard pin-points areas that
need assistance.

Integrate Life QI into your current
learning system. Sync all of your
users and manage everything in
one place.

Best Practice

Peer Groups

Virtual Learning

Avoid bad habits. Nurture an
efficient learning culture by sharing
best practice. Create project
templates and run programmes to
drive consistency.

Don't lose touch. Whether you
are a Graduate, Alumni, part of a
collaborative or working for an
organization. Continue to stay
connected, share new findings
and implement successes.

Learn wherever you are. Get access
to resources, complete training
reports, when it suits you.

To find out more visit us at:

lifeqisystem.com

Remote Learning
Training doesn't have to be done in the classroom.
Life QI is designed to enable people to connect, share
and submit data remotely.
Coaches can see and review all projects that have
been created, quickly identifying if more support is
needed. Coaches can also request monthly training
reports to check out people’s progress.

Knowledge Sharing
Shared learning and collaboration are at the
core of everything we do and is known to
increase efficiency across organizations.
Life QI actively encourages peer-to-peer
communication, sharing QI work that could
impact others and help them on their QI
journey.

Onboard Anytime

Flexible Forms

Set Triggers

As your team grows or your collaborations
expand - onboard new people anytime.

Modify forms and reports from Life QI
templates or build your own from scratch.

Trigger forms for users to complete more
information when they make changes.

Training Reports

Dashboards

Learning Resources

Custom feedback reports for attendees to
complete within specific time frames,
updating the trainer on how things are going,
what they have learned and any reflections.

A simplistic dashboard, presenting an
overview of your cohorts projects and
progression.

With 100's of 'How to’ articles our help center
is packed full of in-depth detailed
walkthroughs to support the learning process.

To find out more visit us at:

lifeqisystem.com

